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Forum comments are valuable information for enterprises to discover public preferences and market trends. However, extensive
marketing and malicious attack behaviors in forums are always an obstacle for enterprises to make effective use of this in-
formation. And these forum spammers are constantly updating technology to prevent detection. )erefore, how to accurately
recognize forum spammers has become an important issue. Aiming to accurately recognize forum spammers, this paper changes
the research target from understanding abnormal reviews and the suspicious relationship among forum spammers to discover
how they must behave (follow or be followed) to achieve their monetary goals. First, we classify forum spammers into automated
forum spammers and marketing forum spammers based on different behavioral features. )en, we propose a support vector
machine-based automated spammer recognition (ASR) model and a k-means clustering-based marketing spammer recognition
(MSR) model. )e experimental results on the real-world labelled dataset illustrate the effectiveness of our methods on clas-
sification spammer from common users. To the best of our knowledge, this work is among the first to construct behavior-driven
recognition models according to the different behavioral patterns of forum spammers.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the background of social media, forums
have become a specific community for users who have the
same interests. An increasing number of users post related
reviews in forums [1]. )ese reviews cover a wide variety of
content, ranging from breaking news, discussions on various
topics, posts about one’s personal life, and the sharing of
activities and interests [2]. As a significant platform for the
users’ discussion, some forums maintain a high level of user
activity. In addition, the feedback from forum users is
usually an important source of information for potential
consumers to access product features. Enterprises also aim
to discover product defects and real users’ requirements via
reviews in forums.

Due to the strong negative response to the initial ex-
posure to erroneous information, it is difficult to correct
such influences later. Once a network agrees on what

happened, the collective memory becomes relatively resis-
tant to competing information [3]. )us, fake reviews in
forums are now the biggest problem for forum users and
enterprises.

Lots of current studies indirectly identify fake reviews by
recognizing forum spammers based on behavioral features
or sentiment analysis methods [4–7]. However, forum
spammers are constantly updating their technology or
changing their posting methods to prevent them from being
detected by the fake reviews recognition system, which
makes many methods no longer useful for recognizing fo-
rum spammers. Although the forum spammers try to dis-
guise themselves as ordinary users, this purposeful posting
will eventually show different behaviors from ordinary users.
)erefore, this paper changes the research target from
understanding abnormal reviews and the suspicious rela-
tionship among forum spammers to discovering how they
must behave (follow or be followed) to achieve their
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monetary goals. Firstly, we classify forum users as automated
spammers, marketing spammers, and normal users
according to the different behavior patterns of forum users.
Automated spammers are those forum users who are
controlled by the spam software.)ey disguise themselves as
normal users who display an intention to purchase the
related product or express dissatisfaction toward a related
product. Normally, automated spammers mislead forum
users by posting reviews with a biased emotional tendency.
Marketing spammers are real users who are hired by a spam
company. In contrast to automated spammers, marketing
spammers disguise themselves as leading users in forums to
promote related products. )ey post deep, detailed, and
positive reviews to overstate the quality of related products.
In general, the more detailed analysis, the more useful in-
formation for forum users [8–10]. Moreover, marketing
spammers, as a new but contemptible marketing mode, are
emerging in many forums [11]. )en, we propose a be-
havior-driven automated spammer recognition (ASR)
model and a marketing spammer recognition (MSR) model
to recognize forum spammers based on the above three types
of forum users. Final experimental results illustrate our
behavior-driven recognition models are able to accurately
detect forum spammers.

)e paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the
related works. In Section 3, we define some variables to
measure the behavior features of forum users. )e proposed
ASR and MSR models are introduced in Section 4. Subse-
quently, we describe the experimental dataset and discuss
the main experimental results in Section 5. Finally, we
conclude with a summary in Section 6.

2. Related Works

At present, the research on recognizing spammers and fake
reviews is mainly focused on social media like Twitter. Some
e-business websites, such as Amazon and Taobao, have also
achieved more research attention. In terms of recognizing
forum spammers, a few studies have been conducted in
recent years, mainly focusing on the recognition of fake
forums and forum spam automator tools. Some recognition
methods based on abnormal text content have also been
proposed by researchers. Some researchers attempt to use
abnormal URL characteristics in reviews and the link
structure of the graph rooted at the posted URL to recognize
posts from the forum spammers [12, 13]. Additionally,
contents unrelated to the target posts in the forumwere used
to recognize forum spammers [14]. Shin [15] discovered
some features and operational mechanisms of a forum spam
automator tool named XRumer. )is study provided some
ideas for recognizing the forum spammers who used this
tool. Some researchers proposed an approach that uses
features such as the submission time of replies, thread ac-
tiveness, position of replies, and spamicity of a forum user’s
first post to construct a forum spammer recognition model
[5]. )e significant differences in the action time and action
frequency between forum spammers and normal users were
also used to construct the forum spammer recognition
model [7]. )e performance of the classifier in [6], with an

integrated semantic analysis, was quite promising in the
real-world case study, as confirmed with both supervised
learning and unsupervised learning techniques by com-
paring a nonsemantic and semantic analysis. As demon-
strated in [16], by analyzing the features of forum users,
forum spammer, and forums, the authors found that every
forum has many fake reviews, including some forums with
good reputations.

However, our work found that the methods mentioned
above are no longer working well. For instance, most users
are now able to easily distinguish rough and fake websites
with many advertisements, so the number of fake reviews
with URLs [12, 13] has become much lower. Additionally,
we found that the recognition effect of the method in [14]
would be compromised if a large number of forum spam-
mers have occupied the forums. In our study, the abnormal
feature named spamicity in the first post in [5] does not work
currently for recognizing forum spammers. At the same
time, we found that marketing spammers have a similar
abnormal behavioral feature named the submission time of
replies in [5] but we cannot find the same behavioral pattern
among automated spammers. In [16], the method that
recognizes spam pages based on spam content features is still
effective, but this method cannot efficiently recognize forum
spammers who have many reviews that are similar to those
of normal users. In [6], the authors mentioned that once a
mission is finished, a paid spam poster normally discards the
user ID and never uses it again, potential paid spam posters
are not willing to continue their activities for a long time.

In recent years, research on spammers in social media
and e-business websites has been increasing. Liu [17] pro-
posed a two-stage cascading model, named ProZombie,
which balanced effectiveness and accuracy well in recog-
nizing spammers in Weibo. In [18], message content, user
behavior, and social relationship information were fully used
to recognize spammers in Weibo. )e work by Hayati et al.
[19] proposed using a self-organizing map and neural
networks to determine the features of spammers on the
Internet.)ey classified spammers into four categories based
on the different behavioral patterns of spammers: content
submitters, profile editors, content viewers, and mixed be-
havior. Radford et al. [20] constructed an unsupervised
representation learning system, which reached an accuracy
of 91.8% in sentiment analysis by using reviews in Amazon
as training datasets. Furthermore, the authors in [12, 21]
recognized fake reviews via the difference of emoticons,
URLs, @ symbols, and photos in different reviews from
spammers and normal users. Dewang et al. [22] proposed a
spam detection framework combining the PageRank algo-
rithm to detect the spam host of websites. In [6], the authors
distinguished the fake reviews by using word segmentation
for the text and calculating the emotional tendency. Jiang
and Ratkiewicz [23, 24] found that spammers have a
“synchronized” behavioral pattern for a particular target and
that it is significantly different from that of normal users. A
spam detection model called SkyNet using user social net-
works and the posted photos in reviews has been proposed
by Sun and Kenneth Loparo [25]. In [26], the final recog-
nition accuracy for spammers was improved by 9.73% by
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integrating the social network and content information into
a matrix decomposition-based learning model. )e above
recognition methods for spammers in social media and
E-business websites are developed well. However, our work
found that these methods cannot be directly used to rec-
ognize forum spammers as they are not well adapted to their
special behavioral patterns.

Our work is inspired by the idea of using noncontent-
based features. Furthermore, Asghar et al. [27] also illus-
trated the effectiveness of spam-related features on im-
proving the performance of spam detection works. )us, we
construct behavior-driven forum spammer recognition
models by understanding how forum spammers must be-
have (follow or be followed) for monetary purposes. To the
best of our knowledge, this work is the first to construct
forum spammer recognition models based on forum users’
different behavioral patterns. In addition, we achieved
promising experimental results on real-world forum
datasets.

3. Observed Features

Automated spammers and marketing spammers often
cooperate with each other to mislead forum users via the
different roles they play in forums. In addition, the dif-
ferences in roles they play inevitably lead to differences in
the behavioral patterns they exhibit in forums. To recognize
these forum spammers, in this section, the features of
abnormal behaviors that are likely to be linked with the
forum spammers are proposed and some variables are
defined to measure these features. Subsequently, these
variables can be exploited in our recognition models.

3.1. Automated Spammer Features. In this section, we per-
form a statistical analysis to investigate the objective features
that are useful in capturing the reply behavior of automated
spammers. And for each feature, we define the relevant
variable. )e four features of automated spammers are fully
described as follows.

3.1.1. Reply Manner. )e work in [6] reported that the
spammers usually tend to post new comments because they
do not have enough patience to read the comments and
replies of others. )e authors also proposed the response
indicator (whether the comment is a new comment or a
reply to another comment) to capture the abnormal be-
havior. However, automated spammers in forums never post
any replies to the comments of others, and they only post
new replies. To recognize this more extreme abnormal be-
havioral pattern in forums, we define RMi as an indicator of
whether forum user i only has new replies or has some
replies to other comments (even if he only has a single reply
for another comment):

RMi �
0, never reply to another comment,

1, otherwise.
 (1)

As shown in Table 1, in the labelled dataset, we find 100%
of automated spammers never reply to another comment,
but only 1.68% of normal users have this similar behavior.
On contrary, most normal users in forums not only post new
replies but also post many replies to the comments of others.

3.1.2. Replies Number. Posting a large number of replies
within a single minute also indicates an abnormal behavior.
As shown in Table 2, in the labelled dataset, some automated
spammers post more than 30 replies in a single minute,
which means that they can post a reply within 2 seconds on
average. To capture this abnormal behavioral pattern, we
defineMRNi as the maximum replies number within a single
minute of forum user i. However, relying only on the
maximum replies number may cause misjudgment, because
normal users may also post a large number of replies at a
certain point in time. Consider that this behavior pattern is
frequent for automated spammers, but occasionally for
normal users. We define AVG MRNn

i as the average value of
the top n maximum replies number within a single minute of
forum users i. Empirically, the value of n is set to 10.

3.1.3. Cooccurrence Frequency. To avoid being detected,
automated spammers in the forum utilize different reply
content from their databases frequently to reply to different
original posts. )e phenomenon that a forum spammer uses
the same content to reply to an original post continuously
has become rare now. However, currently, spam teams that
are constituted by different automated spammers start to
post fake replies to target posts continuously. )us, it leads
to cooccurrence behavior. )is means that many automated
spammers appear together at the same time or within a short
time period. As shown in Table 3, in our labelled dataset,
59.14% of the automated spammers have this behavior that
any two forum users post replies together with one minute
more than five times. In contrast, only 3.52% of normal users
have the same behavioral pattern.)erefore, we defineMCFi

as the maximum cooccurrence frequency between user i and
other forum users who simultaneously post a reply within
one minute. Similar to the replies number, the reply time of
normal users may coincide with the automated spammers.
)erefore, AVG MCFn

i is defined as the average value of the
top n maximum cooccurrence frequency between user i and
other forum users who simultaneously post a reply within
one minute.

3.1.4. Duplicate Replies (DR). Automated spammers usually
post duplicate replies under different original posts [28]. Our
study finds that a few normal users also post some duplicate
replies, such as “I support the original poster.” However, the
higher the ratio of a user’s duplicate replies, the more likely
he/she is an automated spammer in the forum. To capture
this abnormal behavior, we define DRRi as the duplicate
replies rate of forum user i, which can be calculated by the
following equation:
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DRRi �
2

N
j 

N
k sim rj, rk 

N(N + 1)
, (2)

where N denotes the total number of replies posted by user i,
rj represents the text vector of jth reply, and sim(rj, rk)

denotes the text similarity of jth reply and kth reply. In this
paper, the text similarity between two replies is measured by
the TF-IDF weighted word embedding. Reply Rj can be
represented as

rj � 
t∈Rj

wt · TFIDFt, (3)

where t denotes the word in Rj, wt represents the word
vectors of word t generated by pretrained word embedding
model, and TFIDFt denotes the TFIDF value of word t.
)en, for each two replies j and k, their text similarity can be
measured by the following equation:

sim rj, rk  �
rj · rk

rj × rk

. (4)

As shown in Table 4, 55.40% of automated spammers
have a duplicate replies rate of more than 0.5, but the rate for
the normal users is extremely low.

3.2. Marketing Spammer Features. As discussed before,
marketing spammers usually disguise themselves as the
leading users in the forums. )ese spammers not only post
replies but also publish many original posts as do normal
users. In other words, they are real forum users but they do
what the spammers always do. )erefore, it is difficult to
recognize marketing spammers using a recognition model
that is constructed based on the abnormal behavioral fea-
tures of automated spammers. In this section, three ab-
normal behavior features are identified in terms of the
posting behavior of marketing spammers.

3.2.1. Posting in Many Forums. Due to the increasing strict
registration process in forums, a forum account, especially a
reputable forum account, is becoming a rare resource for

marketing spammers. To maximize their commercial inter-
ests, the forum accounts of marketing spammers normally
work in several forums. In other words, marketing spammers
may publish fake original posts for different targeted products
in several forums. As shown in Table 5, in the labelled dataset,
the average number of forums in which marketing spammers
publish original posts is much higher than that of normal
users. )erefore, the variable NF is defined as the number of
forums in which a forum user posts original posts within a
year.

3.2.2. Posting Intensity Is High and Uneven. To strengthen
the performance of the marketing effort, marketing spam-
mers usually publish a series of original posts and actively
interact with other forum users during themarketing period.
In this period, marketing spammers promote the targeted
product via the diffusion of a large number of positive word-
of-mouth recommendations that they make. Moreover, they
sometimes publish many negative word-of-mouth recom-
mendations to slander their competitors. All of these are for
their marketing purpose. )erefore, once the marketing
period is finished, the activity of marketing spammers will
decline sharply or the users even disappear completely.
Moreover, the point in time at which marketing spammers
post original posts usually is highly correlated with the
targeted product’s marketing events. As shown in Figure 1, a
new car named Tiggo7 began to sell from September 2016,
and with the rising search number (yellow line), the activity
of marketing spammers also began to increase. Apparently,
the average number of postings of marketing spammers
reached themaximum 3months after the new car was put on
the market. However, with the decline of the search numbers
and the end of the marketing period, the average number of
postings by marketing spammers began to decline sharply or
even reached zero. Moreover, the average number of
postings of normal users was always stable and low. )at is,
the posting and replying activities of marketing spammers
show alternating or cyclical fluctuations. As such, two
variables NOP and SDNP are defined to measure this dif-
ference. )e former variable denotes the number of original
posts published by a forum user within a year and the latter
variable denotes the standard deviation of the number of
posts published by a forum user over 12 months.

3.2.3. Posts with Many Words and Pictures. )e more de-
tailed a product analysis is, the more helpful it is for forums
users [8]. In addition, according to the reward and pun-
ishment mechanism of forums, the level and detail of
original posts are an essential evaluation criterion for the
“sticky posts” in forums. )e number of “sticky posts” is the
determinant of the authority of forum users. Marketing

Table 1: Reply indicators.

RM 0 (%) 1
Automated spammers 100 0
Normal users 1.68 98.32%

Table 4: Percentage of the ratio of duplicate replies.

DRR ≥ 0.3 (%) 0.4 (%) 0.5 (%) 0.6 (%) 0.7 (%)
Automated
spammers 58.74 56.19 55.40 44.79 36.74

Normal users 15.93 8.70 3.65 1.05 0.03

Table 2: Percentage of the number of replies.

MRN ≥ 10 (%) 20 (%) 30
Automated spammers 6.29 0.98 0.39%
Normal users 1.63 0.16 0

Table 3: Percentage of the cooccurrence frequency.

CF ≥ 3 (%) 4 (%) 5 (%) 6 (%) 7 (%)
Automated spammers 74.26 64.44 59.14 54.42 40.47
Normal users 8.23 5.25 3.52 2.72 2.20
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spammers tend to use their authority to influence potential
consumers. From Table 6, we can see that the original posts
that marketing spammers published were always detailed
and hadmany words, including a description and an analysis
from every aspect of the targeted product. )erefore, as
shown in Table 7, we classify the original posts into 3 levels
based on the content features and find that most of the
original posts of marketing spammers are Level 2 or Level 3,
but most normal users’ original posts are Level 1 or Level 2.
)erefore, we define two variables ANW and CRL to
measure this difference. )e former variable denotes the
average number of words for all original posts posted by a
forum user within a year, and the latter variable denotes the
average content richness level for all original posts posted by
a forum user within a year.

4. Recognition Models

As discussed before, automated spammers and marketing
spammers present obvious features in terms of the reply
behaviors and post behaviors. It is difficult to identify au-
tomated spammers and marketing spammers simulta-
neously by one single recognition model. )erefore, a two-

Table 5: )e number of forums in which marketing spammers publish original posts.

Marketing spammer )e number of forums
MS1 45
MS2 33
MS3 57
MS4 132
MS5 73
MS6 35
MS7 52
MS8 66
MS9 75
MS10 136
MS11 49
Average 68.45
Average (normal user) 3.56
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Figure 1: )e average number of original posts marketing spammers posted.

Table 6: Distribution of the number of words in original posts.

Percentage
Word count Marketing spammer (%) Normal user (%)
0–500 9.10 72.32
500–1000 36.36 23.58
＞1000 54.54 4.10
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level cascading model is adopted to improve the recognition
accuracy, as shown in Figure 2. To facilitate the under-
standing of the proposed model, the main problem to be
solved in this paper is first described.

4.1. Problem Description. Given a set of forum users
u1, u2, . . . , ui, . . . , um  and their reviews ri � ri1, ri2, . . . ,
where m denotes the number of users, this paper aims to
classify each user into three types, that is, automated
spammer, marketing spammer, and normal user. Specifi-
cally, the model firstly extracts the user’s personal behavior
features and interactive behavior features based on their
reviews. Among them, the personal behavior features can be
expressed as fk(ri), where fk denotes the feature extraction
function of kth feature; and the interactive behavior features
can be expressed as fk(ri, rj). )en, the two-level model
recognizes the type of each user based on the personal
behavior features and interactive behavior features. )e type
of ith user is ti, 1≤ i≤m, ti ∈ TagSet where TagSet represents
the set of all user types: automated spammer and marketing
spammer and normal user. )us, the final output is
t1, t2, . . . , tm.

4.2. 0e ASR Model. )e first-level model (ASR model) is
used to recognize automated spammers. As analyzed in
Section 4.1, the six variables, reply manner (RM), maximum
replies number (MRN), average of top 10 maximum replies
number (AVG MRN10), maximum of cooccurrence fre-
quency (MCF), average of top 10 maximum of cooccurrence
frequency (AVG MCF10), and duplicate replies rate (DRR)
are utilized to construct a support vector machines model to
recognize automated spammers. )e recognition model can
classify the forum users into automated spammers and
nonautomated spammers so that it can help us identify the
majority of forum spammers among the forum users. After
executing the ASR model, the automated spammers will be
excluded from the forum users.

4.3. 0e MSR Model. )e second-level model (MSR) then
deals with the marketing spammers using a clustering
method, which is built using the forum users streaming
down from the first level. Compared to a large number of
automated spammers, the number of marketing spammers
is small and they are usually distributed in different forums.
It is difficult to manually label many marketing spammers as
an annotated dataset to construct a supervised machine

learning model. )erefore, the paper adopts the unsuper-
vised clustering method to construct the MSR model. In
addition, as discussed in Section 4.2, marketing spammers
can be recognized by five variables: the number of forums in
which a forum user posts original posts within a year (NF),
the number of original posts over 12 months (NOP), the
standard deviation of the number of posts over 12 months
(SDNP), the average number of words for all original posts
posted by a forum user within a year (ANW), the average
content richness level for all original posts posted by a forum
user within a year (CRL). Hence, the five corresponding
clustering attributes, that is, #NF, #NOP, #SDNP, #ANW,
and #CRL, will be employed in the clustering model. )e
marketing spammers will be finally separated from the
normal users by theMSRmodel.)eMSRmodel is based on
the K-means clustering method. Additionally, we normalize
the value of these measures to [0, 1]. Additionally, the K in
the K-means clustering is taken as 2.

5. Experiments

)is section performs the forum spammer recognition of
Chinese automobile reviews. Section 5.1 introduces the
experimental dataset used in this paper. Section 5.2 discusses
the main experimental results.

5.1. Data Collection and Annotation

5.1.1. Data Collection. China is one of the biggest markets
in the world in terms of automobile sales growth [29].
Automobile forums have become the most important
place for Chinese automobile buyers to refer to auto-
mobile information. )erefore, in this paper, user reviews
in automobile forums (Autohome and Bitauto) are used as
our experimental datasets. First, Autohome and Bitauto
are the top two comprehensive automobile portals, which
share 30.9% and 18.3% of automobile media in China,
respectively [30]. Second, these two portals have devel-
oped independent subforums for each car model. )at is
to say, as long as a user registers an account, he/she can
post or comment under all subforums. )erefore, we do
not need additional tools to judge whether the users
posting on different forums are the same person, which is
very helpful to calculate the variables we define in Section
3.

We utilize the data of the Tiggo7 and Baojun610 fo-
rums, which are found on these two websites to fully verify
the recognition models we proposed. )e Tiggo7 dataset
from October 2016 to January 2017 includes 81,753 forum
users. )e Baojun610 dataset from 2015 includes 4,755
forum user records and information from 370,204 user
profiles for all the Bitauto.com forums. For each forum
user record, we record the following relevant information:
post title, post, post time, reply time, nickname, user
comment, and floor. For each user profile information, the
following relevant information is recorded: nickname,
forum name, number of followers, number of followers,
and identity.

Table 7: Measure of the level of detail in original posts.

Percentage
Level Marketing spammer (%) Normal user (%)
Level 1 14.32 75.56
Level 2 46.80 12.43
Level 3 38.88 12.01
Note. Level 1: no pictures, a few product features, and words. Level 2: a few
images, some product features, and some sentences. Level 3: many pictures,
abundant product features, and many analytical sentences.
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5.1.2. Annotation. Finding the “gold-standard” ground
truth of labelling spammers is an open problem, and there is
no solution to it [6]. In this paper, we manually label some
forum users through the observation of abnormal behavioral
patterns and users’ post content in forums. Additionally, we
refer to some existing manual labelling methods, which are
listed in the following section:

(1) Users who post multiple duplicate or near duplicate
replies [6]: Some examples include replies such as “I
am going to buy this car” and “I like this car’s ap-
pearance.”)ese kinds of replies can be used to reply
to any post in automobile forums and match the
subject of a post perfectly. In addition, these du-
plicate replies usually show extreme emotions
without any supporting evidence.

(2) Users who post meaningless or contradicting replies
[6]: An example includes replies such as “Please
contact me using QQ number, as I have coupons.” In
addition, some users may post many replies showing
completely different opinions.

(3) Users who post many reviews that are full of empty
adjectives and purely glowing praises with no
shortcomings [31]. Unlike the abovementioned ab-
normal behavioral patterns, this labelling criterion
needs to be used with other criteria, because a few
normal forum users also occasionally have this
behavior.

Cross-checking among multiple volunteers must also be
used to ensure the authenticity of labelled data based on the
above labelling criteria. We recruit eight volunteers and 509
automated spammers and 3,865 normal users are labelled
out of 12,549 forum users in the Tiggo7 forum.

5.2. Comparison Analysis. In this section, we demonstrate
the performance of the ASR andMSRmodels in recognizing
forum spammers on the Tiggo7 and Baojun610 datasets.

5.2.1. Experiment 1: Recognize Automated Spammers.
We test the performance of the ASR model using the Tiggo7
dataset. )e dataset is divided into the training set and test
set according to the ratio of 7 : 3. To verify the importance of
each feature to the ASR model, in addition to using all the
features to build the ASR model, we also conducted six
comparative experiments. Each experiment removes one
feature to test how much the feature improves the model
performance. Table 8 shows the experimental results of the
ASR model on the Tiggo7 dataset. We can see that the ASR
model achieves satisfactory results in recognition automated
spammers, and the experimental results also prove that each
feature is indispensable to the ASR model.

5.2.2. Experiment 2: Recognize Marketing Spammers. )e
ASR model first recognizes 36 automated spammers on the
Baojun610 dataset, and one of them is a normal forum user
as manually verified. Moreover, we test the performance of
the MSR model using the Baojun610 dataset. As seen from
Figure 3, our recognition model recognized 6 marketing
spammers in the Baojun610 forum who have also been
verified manually.

In addition, we notice that a few forum users are au-
tomobile evaluators who posted many original posts and
replies in many forums. )eir behavior patterns are similar
to those of marketing spammers, so they may be considered
marketing spammers by the MSR model. As a special user
group in the automobile forum, these automobile evaluators
are not considered in our experiments because there are no
such users in other types of forums. Eventually, the ASR and
MSR models recognized 41 forum spammers in all the
Baojun610 forums. )e experimental results show that our
behavior-driven recognition models are effective and
accurate.

More interestingly, we noticed that a forum user named
“Baidu Knows” (in Chinese), indicated by the green circle in
Figure 4, and the forum user named “Secret Passage” (in
Chinese), indicated by the yellow circle in Figure 4,

Forum Users

ASR Model Automated
Spammers

Marketing
Spammers

Normal Users

Clustering

NF

SDNP

CRL ANW

NOP

Non-Automated
Spammers
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AVG_MCF10

DRR

MCF

MSR Model

Figure 2: Framework of the two-level recognition model for forum spammers.
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surprisingly posted original posts in 140 and 118 forums,
respectively. As we can see in Figure 3, they completely
stopped posting after many original posts. )e number of
original posts that they posted is significantly higher than the
average number of original posts of other forum users. We

then accessed their user profiles on the Bitauto website, as
seen in Figures 5 and 6.

As shown in Figure 5, the forum user named “Baidu
Knows” (in Chinese) posted many original posts in forums
on March 25, 2015. In the morning, he complained that his

Table 8: Experimental results of ASR model with different features.

Feature Precision Recall F1-score
All 0.964 0.937 0.950
All-RM 0.757 0.825 0.789
All-MRN 0.843 0.845 0.844
All-AVG MRN10 0.817 0.835 0.826
All-MCF 0.924 0.908 0.916
All-AVG MCF10 0.901 0.894 0.897
All-DRR 0.889 0.853 0.871
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Figure 3: )e illustration of the number of the original post.
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automobile, a VW Golf, could not be started. )en, in the
afternoon, he watched a DCD in his automobile, an Infiniti
QX70. His last original post was posted on August 04, 2017.
Currently, his original posts and replies have been deleted by
the officials, and the account has been closed. )is also
proves that our MSR model is effective and that the rec-
ognition result is precise.

As seen from Figure 6, the forum user named “Secret
Passage” (in Chinese) is an officially verified forum user who
has a high level of influence. He posted original posts in

many forums in a single day, and this behavior is similar to
that of the forum user named “Baidu Knows” (in Chinese).
He not only praised his automobile, a Geely Vision that has
been driven 60,000 km with few serious problems so far, but
also complained about the idling problem of his Buick Regal
automobile, which has been driven 20,000 km. In addition,
he also wishes to sell his Senova D50 automobile. From his
contradictory words, we can infer that he is a forum
spammer.

5.2.3. Experiment 3: Comparison with Other Methods. In
this section, the proposed architecture is compared with
three representative models [4, 5, 18]. Table 9 shows the
comparisons of the precision, recall, F1-score of each model
on the Tiggo7 dataset. It is obvious that the proposed model
outperforms other models.We believe that this is because we
take more account of the user’s behavior features. )is also
shows that the behavior feature-based method is better than
the previous methods.

5.2.4. Experiment 4: Analysis of Running Time. Finally, we
count the running time of the proposed model, as shown in
Table 10, including feature extraction and two-level model.
We can easily find that feature extraction takes up most of
the time. )is is because we need to calculate not only the
personal behavior features of users but also the interactive
behavior features between different users, which increases
the burden of calculation. In addition, according to the
feature extraction method described in Section 3, we can
infer that the complexity of feature extraction depends on
the following points: the total number of forum users, the
number of forum posts, and the length of forum posts.

6. Conclusion

Fake reviews in forums are always an obstacle for enterprises
to make effective use of the information in forums. And
forum spammers are constantly updating their technology
or changing their posting methods to prevent them from
being detected by the fake reviews recognition system. Al-
though the forum spammers try to disguise themselves as
ordinary users, this purposeful posting will eventually show

Figure 5: )e profile of “Baidu Knows.”

Figure 6: )e Bitauto-verified profile of “Secret Passage.”

Table 9: Comparison experiment with other models.

Model Precision Recall F1-score
Hu’s model [4] 0.886 0.918 0.902
Chen’s model [5] 0.878 0.922 0.897
Yu’s model [18] 0.924 0.943 0.933
)e proposed architecture 0.964 0.938 0.951

Table 10: Running time of the proposed model.

Total time
(min)

Feature extraction
(min)

Two-level model
ASR
(min)

MSR
(min)

16.16 12.85 1.59 1.72
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different behaviors from ordinary users. )erefore, this
paper changes the research target from understanding ab-
normal reviews and the suspicious relationship among fo-
rum spammers to discovering how they must behave (follow
or be followed) to achieve their monetary goals. Based on
different behavior features, forum spammers can be clas-
sified into automated forum spammers and marketing fo-
rum spammers. )e support vector machine-based ASR
model and the k-means clustering-based MSR model are
developed, and their applications are demonstrated by using
car forum reviews written in Chinese.)e final experimental
results illustrate the effectiveness of our behavior-driven
recognition models.
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